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abstract: The modeling of coevolutionary races has traditionally
been dominated by methods invoking a timescale separation between
ecological and evolutionary dynamics, the latter assumed to be much
slower than the former. Yet it is becoming increasingly clear that in
many cases the two processes occur on similar timescales and that
such “rapid” evolution can have profound implications for the dy-
namics of communities and ecosystems. After briefly reviewing the
timescale separations most common in coevolution theory, we use
a general model of exploiter-victim coevolution to confront predic-
tions from slow-evolution analysis with Monte Carlo simulations.
We show how rapid evolution radically alters the dynamics and out-
come of coevolutionary arms races. In particular, a fast-evolving
exploiter can enable victim diversification and thereby lose a race it
is expected to win. We explain simulation results, using mathematical
analysis with relaxed timescale separations. Unusual mutation pa-
rameters are not required, since rapid evolution naturally emerges
from slow competitive exclusion. Our results point to interesting
consequences of exploiter rapid evolution and experimentally testable
patterns, while indicating that more attention should be paid to rapid
evolution in evolutionary theory.

Keywords: adaptive dynamics, arms race, diversification, evolutionary
keystone predator, Red Queen, timescale separation.

Introduction

Understanding the process of coevolution, the concerted
evolution of interacting species, is a major endeavor of
evolutionary biology and ecology. Coevolution is a potent
source of adaptive evolution, since it can sustain selection
pressures indefinitely even in the absence of changes in
the physical environment (Stenseth and Smith 1984). This
is classically expressed as the Red Queen metaphor: as a
species adapts to improve performance relative to com-
petitors and natural enemies, the latter in turn adapt and
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tend to restore the initial balance of force. Species are
therefore engaged in a race in which despite significant
evolutionary change, the outcome (competitive effects or
attack rates) might stay essentially unchanged (van Valen
1973). Of particular relevance to human health and nu-
trition are those coevolutionary races taking place between
exploiters and victims, since they are important drivers of
plant-pathogen, predator-prey, and epidemiological dy-
namics. Much effort has been devoted to modeling them,
with special attention to predicting which species should
eventually win the race, the type of coevolutionary trajec-
tories (e.g., stable state, runaway evolution, or evolutionary
cycles), and the ecological consequences of coevolution
(e.g., for community stability; Schaffer and Rosenzweig
1978; Abrams 2000b).

Evolutionary biology has recently recognized the pos-
sibility that evolution can be a rapid process, specifically
a process that may occur on a timescale similar to that
of ecological dynamics (Hairston et al. 2005; Duffy and
Sivars-Becker 2007; Yoshida et al. 2009). This goes against
the common belief that evolution occurs on geological
timescales whereas significant ecological changes can be
observed directly. Analytical methods developed in evo-
lutionary theory commonly assume that evolution is a
relatively slow process. In practice, this leads to the work-
ing assumption that selection is weak, especially relative
to recombination (Iwasa and Pomiankowski 1991; Na-
gylaki 1993; Kirkpatrick et al. 2002; Otto and Nuismer
2004), that the fixation time of favored alleles is much
shorter than the waiting time to the next mutation (Schaf-
fer and Rosenzweig 1978), or that community dynamics
can be understood by treating species traits as constants
(Lockwood et al. 1997). Even today, among the most pop-
ular modeling tools are adaptive-dynamics and related
phenotypic approaches based on a timescale separation
between a slow evolutionary process and a fast ecological
process (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000; Abrams 2001;
Champagnat et al. 2006; McGill and Brown 2007). Con-
sequently, whereas rapid evolution is attracting a lot of
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attention in observational and experimental studies, theory
remains largely based on the assumption of slow evolution.

This is especially true for exploiter-victim coevolution. A
general exploiter-victim model has to describe changes in
the population sizes of the victim and the exploiter. Each
species must also have some heritable trait that mediates
the strength of their interaction. The trait can, for instance,
summarize the topology of lock-key receptors for bacteria-
phage interactions or represent the body size of a predator
and its prey (Abrams 2000b; Weitz et al. 2005). Modeling
the system should thus require at least four coupled equa-
tions (Levin and Udovic 1977). Additional equations may
be used, for example, to describe explicit resource dynamics
or distinguish susceptible versus resistant hosts.

Such a system is almost never analyzed as it is: its di-
mensionality is usually reduced by invoking timescale sep-
arations. The almost universal simplification consists of
considering that evolutionary changes in traits are very
slow relative to ecological dynamics, so that one can sep-
arate a fast ecological timescale and a slow evolutionary
timescale (Marrow et al. 1992; Khibnik and Kondrashov
1997). This requires that genetic/mutational variance is
small enough, the pivotal “slow-evolution” assumption. In
this case, ecological dynamics reach equilibrium instan-
taneously on the timescale of coevolutionary dynamics,
and two equations result (Dieckmann et al. 1995). Analysis
can nonetheless remain problematic (especially with os-
cillatory ecological attractors), and further timescale sep-
arations are sometimes used to make it tractable. These
typically assume that the exploiter is faster, in population
dynamics (e.g., Dercole et al. 2006) or in evolution (a very
common assumption for host-parasite systems; e.g., Weitz
et al. 2005). Note that an alternative way to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem from four to two is to ig-
nore ecological dynamics altogether and consider them to
be constant or at least independent of coevolutionary dy-
namics (i.e., of the traits). This is common in population-
and quantitative-genetics approaches to coevolution (e.g.,
Gavrilets 1997; Otto and Nuismer 2004; Kopp and Gav-
rilets 2006; Nuismer et al. 2007) but is not relevant to our
present purpose.

The slow-evolution approach has underlain most the-
oretical studies of exploiter-victim coevolution for partic-
ular ecological models (Schaffer and Rosenzweig 1978;
Brown and Vincent 1992; Marrow et al. 1992; Dieckmann
et al. 1995; Law et al. 1997; Loeuille et al. 2002; Weitz et
al. 2005; Jian et al. 2007; Best et al. 2009; but see Van-
derlaan and Hogeweg 1995; Abrams and Matsuda 1997),
as well as attempts to classify general regimes of Red Queen
dynamics (Khibnik and Kondrashov 1997; Dercole et al.
2006). Theoretical studies addressing rapid evolution are
still very few, and they are so far confined to evolution
within a single species or guild of competitors (Abrams

and Kawecki 1999; Wilke 2003; Scheffer and van Nes 2006;
Duffy and Sivars-Becker 2007; Jones and Ellner 2007). In
this article, we analyze a simple exploiter-victim model,
using the slow-evolution approach, and compare predic-
tions with those of a general approach (no a priori time-
scale separation). The latter are carried out with Monte
Carlo simulations of clonal populations and mathematical
analysis of rapid evolution. We focus on the type of Red
Queen dynamics produced and on predicting which spe-
cies should win the arms race, depending on their re-
spective rates of evolution. The ecological consequences
of trait dynamics (species abundances and probability of
extinction) are also investigated.

A Model for Exploiter-Victim Coevolution

We use a simple model describing the interaction between
a victim species (whose abundance is x) and an exploiter
species (abundance y). Each species possesses a quantitative
trait (u and , respectively) that mediates the strength ofv
their interaction. Equations for the ecological dynamics are

ẋ p x(r � a x � g yf(u, v)), (1)x x x

ẏ p y(r � a y � g xf(u, v)). (2)y y y

The parameters r denote intrinsic growth rates, the pa-
rameters a quantify intraspecific interference (i.e., suscep-
tibility to crowding), and the parameters g scale the max-
imum impact the exploiter can exert on the victim (gx)
and vice versa (gy). The parameters rx, gx, and gy should
be positive and the parameters a nonnegative. The effect
of trait values on the interaction strength is encapsulated
in the function f.

This model can represent a suite of particular exploiter-
victim systems. Predator-prey interactions are commonly
modeled with such equations, under the additional con-
straints and . This yields the classical Lotka-r ! 0 a p 0y y

Volterra predator-prey model with linear (Holling Type I)
functional response (Abrams 2000b). More general sce-
narios are likely, however: predators can have alternative
food sources or be partial autotrophs, and predator in-
terference is an important aspect of predator-prey inter-
actions (Skalski and Gilliam 2001). The model can also
be a simple description of host-parasitoid and some host-
pathogen interactions (Ives 1992; Weitz et al. 2005).

The quantity can be interpreted as a probabilityf(u, v)
of successful interaction, such as successful attack by a
predator or oviposition by a parasitoid. The shape of f

hence determines how exploiter and victim traits jointly
determine the rate of interaction. We consider below the
general scenario of matching interactions: interaction
strength is maximal when victim and exploiter have
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matching trait values (when measured in some appropriate
way). This basic principle applies to a variety of situations:
predators must have activity times and areas similar to
their prey’s for predation to occur, bacteriophages must
have surface proteins similar to those of their host to infect
them (Weitz et al. 2005), cuckoos must have mimetic egg
patterns to avoid rejection by hosts (Rothstein 1990), and
predators that exploit sexual signals to attract prey must
match those signals as closely as possible (Zuk and Kolluru
1998; Lewis and Cratsley 2008). In all cases, victims can
avoid exploitation by differing from the exploiter, irre-
spective of the sign of the trait difference. The victim is
accordingly said to have a bidirectional vulnerability axis
(Abrams 2000b). This can also apply to body size coevo-
lution, since most predators attack prey of a specific size
(Abrams and Matsuda 1997; Loeuille and Loreau 2005).
To implement this scenario, we assume that f is an even
function of that takes the value 1 at and(u � v) u p v
strictly decreases when goes away from 0. It should(u � v)
also be continuously twice differentiable. In all figures and
simulations, the functional form f(u, v) p exp (�(u �

is employed (Brown and Vincent 1992; Marrow et al.2v) )
1992).

So far, traits u and have no consequences besides theirv
effect on interaction strength. Although this is a useful
starting point, in many cases we would expect some trait
value to be optimal, especially for the victim (e.g., optimal
body size or activity time in the day, optimal sexual signal
to attract mates, or maximally efficient cell surface pro-
tein). Hence, in a second step we will introduce stabilizing
selection on u in equations (1) and (2), by taking

r p r h(u), (3)x x 0

where function h should be continuously twice differen-
tiable, takes value 1 at , and is strictly decreasingu p 0
when u goes away from 0 (evenness is not required).
Hence, there is an optimal trait value at which theu p 0
victim has intrinsic growth rate . Conclusions are notrx 0

affected if stabilizing selection affects ax rather than rx.
When needed, we use , where s con-2 2h(u) p exp (�u /s )
trols the intensity of stabilizing selection.

Slow-Evolution Analysis

Setting the ecological equations (eqq. [1], [2]) to 0 yields
and , the equilibrium abundances of the two¯ ¯x(u, v) y(u, v)

species, given their respective trait values (“Ecological
Equilibrium and Slow-Evolution Analysis” in the online
edition of the American Naturalist”). These can in turn be
used to derive two equations describing the rate of change
of u and on a slow timescale (“Selection Gradient andv
Coevolutionary Equilibrium” in the online edition of the

American Naturalist). In the framework of adaptive dy-
namics, such equations are known as “canonical equa-
tions” (Dieckmann et al. 1995; Champagnat et al. 2006).
The rate of trait change is the product of the selection
derivative, the population size, and an evolutionary rate
that quantifies the supply of beneficial mutations. The last
of these is denoted ku and for the victim and the ex-k v

ploiter, respectively. With clonal reproduction, ki can be
equated with , where mi is the mutation rate and2m # j /2i i

ji is the mutational variance (i is u or ).v
From these two equations, it can be shown that the two

species engage in a coevolutionary race: the victim evolves
away from the exploiter in trait space, while the exploiter
struggles to catch up with the victim (“Ecological Equi-
librium and Slow-Evolution Analysis”). The outcome of
the race depends solely on the ratio

k gu x
t p . (4)

k gyv

If , the victim escapes from the exploiter, so thatt 1 1
the phenotypic mismatch increases and thed p Fu � vF
rate of exploitation approaches its minimal level. In other
words, is an evolutionary repeller. If , the ex-u p v t ! 1
ploiter catches up with the victim and maintains an almost
perfect phenotypic match: is an attractor, and theu p v
rate of exploitation is maximal. We say that the victim
wins the race in the first case, whereas the exploiter is the
winner in the second case. Equation (4) tells us that the
species that has the higher evolution rate (k) and/or is
more affected by the interaction (g) will be the winner.
The outcome of the race is reached faster the more dif-
ferent t is from 1. If , the two species run at equiv-t p 1
alent speeds and phenotypic mismatch stays approximately
equal to its initial value. Identical results were obtained
by Gavrilets (1997) for a similar model but in a quanti-
tative-genetics framework. Although the latter approach
ignored the feedbacks between coevolution and population
dynamics, it turns out that density-dependent effects ex-
actly cancel out: a larger population size speeds evolution
up, but at the same time it increases the selection derivative
of the other species (“Ecological Equilibrium and Slow-
Evolution Analysis”).

Density-dependent effects are nonetheless important in
determining whether one or the other species is brought
to extinction by coevolution. If the victim wins, the dif-
ference between u and becomes very large. At somev
point, f may be so low that persistence of the exploiter
is compromised. This is most likely to occur when the
exploiter cannot sustain itself in the absence of the victim
( ). Conversely, if the exploiter wins, the system isr ≤ 0y

pushed to , where exploitation is maximal ( ).u p v f p 1
At this point, the victim can persist only if
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ay
r 1 r , (5)x y

gx

which means that its intrinsic growth rate must be high
enough to withstand the exploiter’s impact. This opens
the possibility of evolutionary extinction of the victim (be-
cause of overexploitation). Note that that can happen only
if . Therefore, losing the race may imply becomingr 1 0y

extinct.
When and the victim can persist at , thet ! 1 u p v

evolutionary attractor is a fitness maximum (evolution-
arily stable strategy [ESS]) for the exploiter. On the con-
trary, the victim is trapped at a fitness minimum with no
possibility of escaping, because branching is impossible
(“Ecological Equilibrium and Slow-Evolution Analysis”).
As a result, the phenotypic mismatch stays constant at 0,
whereas trait values change indefinitely, in arbitrary di-
rections.

Summary. Slow-evolution analysis predicts that either
the victim escapes from the exploiter (if it evolves faster,

) or the exploiter catches and traps the victim at at 1 1
fitness minimum with perfect phenotypic matching
( ). No diversification is possible.u p v

Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo simulations were run in which coevolution
results from stochastic mutations in clonal individuals
(“Monte Carlo Simulations” in the online edition of the
American Naturalist). Figure 1A summarizes the results of
256 simulations in which mutation parameters were varied
in a factorial design: mutation rates (mu and for themv

victim and the exploiter, respectively) took the values 10�4,
10�3, , and , and mutational standard�3 �32 # 10 5 # 10
deviations (ju and ) took the values , 10�2,�3j 5 # 10v

, and . This produced a gradient of 16�2 �22 # 10 5 # 10
evolutionary rates for each species. Other parameters were
kept constant, but similar results were obtained for a range
of parameter sets (“Monte Carlo Simulations” in the on-
line edition of the American Naturalist).

Simulations were in general agreement with predictions
from slow-evolution analysis (fig. 1A). Most simulations
resulted in either very small (corresponding to exploiter
extinction with these parameter values) or maximal
( ) interaction strength. Whether the exploiter or thef p 1
victim wins the race was well predicted by the value of t

(eq. [4]), except when , since individual trajectoriest ∼ 1
were then highly affected by mutational stochasticity (evo-
lutionary drift).

However, many simulations yielded unexpected out-
comes when . Interaction strength was clearly less thant ! 1
1 and sometimes as low as half the expected value (i.e.,

; fig. 1A). Evolutionary drift cannot account forf p 1/2
this, because it occurred for values of t well below 0.1.
Unexpected outcomes were all observed with evolutionary
rates taken among the higher values, meaning that evolution
was relatively rapid (fig. 1B). They were also clearly asso-
ciated, at constant ku, with small mutation sizes in the victim,
especially the ones with (fig. 1C). The latter as-f p 1/2
sociation was not observed for the exploiter (fig. 1D).

Four simulations are detailed in figure 2. Two (fig. 2A,
2C) have the behavior expected from slow-evolution anal-
ysis: the victim evolves away from the exploiter, but since

, the latter catches up. Subsequently, trait values fluc-t ! 1
tuate, but the phenotypic mismatch remains close to 0
(and hence f close to 1). Note the polymorphism in both
species: ecological dynamics are not rigorously at equilib-
rium because timescale separations are not forced. The
two other simulations (fig. 2C, 2D) correspond to unex-
pected outcomes. Interestingly, they differ from the pre-
vious ones only in that evolution was more rapid overall,
while the relative rates of evolution (and hence t) were
the same. It should be stressed that here “high evolutionary
rates” are not high in an absolute sense: the resulting levels
of polymorphism remain small, and lineages are neatly
clustered (fig. 2), conditions in which slow-evolution anal-
ysis is expected to apply.

In the simulation shown in figure 2B, the exploiter ini-
tially catches up with the victim, but soon things change
qualitatively: the victim splits in two branches, one on each
side of the exploiter, thereby decreasing interaction
strength. This state is clearly unexpected, since stable co-
existence of two victim lineages with one exploiter is not
possible (“Ecological Equilibrium and Slow-Evolution
Analysis”). At some point, one branch becomes extinct
and the exploiter catches up with the one remaining, re-
storing the initial situation. The process repeats itself in-
definitely, producing large periodic fluctuations of phe-
notypic mismatch (fig. 2B).

The simulation in figure 2D is similar initially, but the
two victim branches persist, and the exploiter eventually
diversifies as well. This produces two pairs of phenotyp-
ically matching lineages, with little interaction between
them. As soon as the exploiter branches, the system reen-
ters a configuration where stable ecological coexistence is
possible (two exploiters and two victims; “Ecological Equi-
librium and Slow-Evolution Analysis”). Although each ex-
ploiter lineage restores perfect phenotypic matching with
one victim lineage, it is very far from the other. This var-
iance in phenotypic mismatch implies that, unlike previous
simulations, the average interaction strength cannot be
predicted from the average mismatch. Any exploiter in-
dividual maximally exploits ( ) half of the victimf p 1
population but ceases to exploit the other half ( ), sof ∼ 0
that interaction strength is halved on average. Note that
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Figure 1: Summary of 256 Monte Carlo simulations. A, Average interaction strength (f) after time units or extinction, as a function of t.62 # 10
Slow-evolution predictions are represented by a solid stepwise line. Seventeen unexpected outcomes ( and ) are shown as filled circles.t ! 0.1 f ! 0.95
Those with are outlined with diamonds. Two cases, labeled B and D, are detailed in figure 2B and 2D, respectively. B, Distribution off p 1/2
unexpected outcomes in parameter space as a function of t and the product of the evolutionary rates, . Higher indicate more rapid evolutionk k k ku uv v

overall. C, Distribution of unexpected outcomes in parameter space as a function of mutation rate (m) and size (j) in the victim. Vertical and
horizontal lines represent the four different values used for the two parameters, resulting in 16 equally frequent combinations. Unexpected outcomes
are shown as filled circles. The larger the circles, the more simulations (among the 17 unexpected outcomes) had these values. Dotted lines represent
constant values of the evolutionary rate ku. Simulations with are outlined with diamonds, as in A. D, Same as C but for the exploiter.f p 1/2
Parameters: ; ; ; ; ; .r p 0.6 r p �0.1 a p 0.3 a p 0.6 g p 0.5 g p 0.9x y x y x y

with other parameter combinations (“Monte Carlo Sim-
ulations” in the online edition of the American Naturalist),
the branching process may repeat itself in each pair of
lineages, further lowering the average f (not shown).

The unexpected outcomes highlighted in figure 1A are
only the tip of the iceberg: most simulations with t ! 1
are intermediate between simulations A and B in figures
1 and 2, with transient dimorphisms (aborted branchings)
in the victim. Such aborted branchings do not reduce in-

teraction strength significantly and are unlikely to be sam-
pled; hence, they are cryptic in figure 1. One is visible in
the figure 2C simulation, after about time units.66 # 10
Obviously, slow-evolution analysis fails to capture some
important aspect of the process and does not always pre-
dict the outcome of coevolution. To understand this dis-
crepancy, we turn back to mathematical analysis, relaxing
timescale separations.

Summary. Evolutionary diversification of the victim,
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Figure 2: Monte Carlo trajectories. Trait values are plotted through time, with all lineages shown irrespective of abundance (black, victim; gray,
exploiter). All simulations had identical ecological parameters and initial conditions (fig. 1) but different mutation parameters. In each row, t values
were identical (A, B, ; C, D, ), but mutation rates (mu and ) were 50 times as high in the right-hand plot. Note that simulationst p 0.02 t p 0.007 mv

with lower mutation rates are shown for a longer time (they were checked to retain the same dynamics for 108 time units). Trajectories B and D
correspond to the two unexpected outcomes labeled in figure 1A.

sometimes followed by diversification of the exploiter, is
observed in cases where the victim was expected to be
trapped at a fitness minimum. The community goes
through ecologically unstable states (harboring two victim
lineages and one exploiter). This occurs when evolutionary
rates are high enough, and it is more frequent when the
victim evolves through small mutations.

Rapid-Evolution Analysis

When the exploiter wins the race, is equal to u (v d p
) and the victim is trapped at a fitness minimum. If a0

favored mutant is produced (at distance d∗), the victim
becomes transiently dimorphic as the mutant begins to
take over. In the slow-evolution framework, ecological dy-

namics instantaneously go to equilibrium: the favored mu-
tant replaces the resident, making the victim monomor-
phic again. The exploiter reaches new equilibrium
abundance and eventually restores perfect phenotypic
match. This timescale separation is most justified when
the mutant is strongly favored ( ). However, when∗d k d
mutant and resident are at about the same distance from
the exploiter ( ), competitive exclusion between the∗d ∼ d
two lineages can be very slow (Kinzig et al. 1999; Scheffer
and van Nes 2006). This compromises the validity of the
slow-evolution assumption, since the timescale of com-
petitive exclusion in the victim comes to coincide with
evolutionary timescales.

Relaxing all timescale separations would yield an
intractable six-dimensional eco-coevolutionary system.
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Hence, we relax only the assumption that ecological dy-
namics are very fast in the victim; the exploiter is still
considered at ecological equilibrium. We first assume that
victim lineages do not evolve. This produces a system of
three dynamical equations: two for the abundance of each
victim lineage (x and x∗, with fixed u and u∗) and one
canonical equation for (rapid) evolution of the exploiter
( ; see “Rapid-Evolution Analysis” in the online editionv
of the American Naturalist). An important quantity is the
selection derivative governing rapid evolution of the ex-
ploiter,

� �∗ ∗g x f(u, v) � x f(u , v) . (6)y( )�v �v

It shows that the exploiter evolves toward one or the other
victim lineage, depending on (1) the abundance of each
lineage and (2) the possibility of increasing interaction
strength (the slope of f) with each. All else being equal,
the exploiter evolves toward the more abundant lineage
and the farther lineage. The latter occurs because in the
vicinity of , the curvature of f is negative; that is, thev
benefits of getting even closer to a close victim are di-
minishing for the exploiter (this holds for all functions
differentiable at , including Gaussian, quadratic, andu p v
quartic functions). In other words, in the presence of two
close victim lineages with similar abundances, the exploiter
is selected to adopt a strategy such that (�/�v)f(u, v) �

. Owing to the evenness of f, this is the∗(�/�v)f(u , v) p 0
phenotypically intermediate generalist strategy , a∗d p d
classical result from specialization theory (de Mazancourt
and Dieckmann 2004).

A favored mutant is farther from the exploiter than the
resident ( ). Although rare initially, it gradually out-∗d 1 d
competes the resident, so that x∗ quickly becomes greater
than x. The exploiter thus evolves toward the mutant.
Eventually, this makes d∗ greater than d, and the roles are
reversed: the resident (now rare) has greater fitness than
the mutant (now abundant). Provided that the exploiter
evolves sufficiently rapidly on the timescale of competitive
exclusion, this can rescue the resident lineage, and the
process may restart in the other direction. This scenario
is illustrated in figure 3. With slow evolution, the mutant
takes over, and the exploiter evolves to match its trait value
(top left equilibrium). If evolution is rapid enough, the
exploiter repeatedly evolves to the more abundant victim,
producing dampened oscillations in victim abundances
and exploiter traits. The system can converge to a central
equilibrium where both victim lineages persist (“Rapid-
Evolution Analysis” in the online edition of the American
Naturalist). Increasing the speed of evolution attenuates
oscillations and ultimately annihilates them.

If the effects of exploiter evolution are too weak, how-
ever, one or the other victim lineage is likely to become
extinct because of too-ample oscillations (fig. 3). Stability
analysis (“Stability” in the online edition of the American
Naturalist) shows that no oscillations occur, provided that

2
′g 1 fx dk 1 4 . (7)v ∗ ′′( )¯ ¯g x � x fy d d d

As expected, the more rapid evolution (the greater ), thek v

more stable coexistence. The minimal evolution rate for
no oscillations to occur depends on the ratio , on theg /gx y

total abundance of victim lineages, and on the shape of
the interaction function f, specifically the ratio of the first
and second derivatives. The latter increases with d because

is minimal and maximal at . This effect is′2 ′′2f f d p 0d d

counterbalanced, although very weakly, by the increase of
victim abundance with d (“Rapid-
Evolution Analysis” in the online edition of the American
Naturalist). Overall, the minimum value that must takek v

for no oscillations to occur increases with d and hence
with average mutation size in the victim. Non-Gaussian
functions (e.g., those based on d4 rather than d2) would
be more favorable to coexistence, since less curved func-
tions have smaller ratios.′ ′′f /fd d

By evolving toward the more abundant victim lineage,
the exploiter generates negative frequency-dependent se-
lection, and by evolving to intermediate trait values, it
tends to cancel fitness differences between the two lineages.
These are respectively stabilizing and equalizing effects,
both favorable to mutant-resident coexistence (Chesson
2000). Combined, they allow mutual invasion of two close
victim strategies around the fitness minimum, converting
the evolutionary trap into a branching point. The outcome
of mutant-resident competition is represented in figure 4.
Rapid evolution creates narrow bandlets of coexistence
that shrink when evolution is made slow. Coexistence can
still result when both lineages are initially on the same
side of the exploiter (fig. 4B), but the coexistence bandlets
are then much narrower. Note that in the limit of very
small mutations ( ), coexistence is always possible andd r 0
stable (eq. [7]), as long as no timescale separation is forced.

So far, we have assumed that victim lineages did not
evolve during mutant-resident competition, but, clearly,
as soon as the exploiter has an intermediate trait value,
both are selected to evolve away, hence increasing d and
d∗ symmetrically. This explains victim branching as ob-
served in the simulation in figure 2B. The exploiter fitness
curvature at is∗d p d

∗ ′′¯ ¯g (x � x )f . (8)y d d d
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Figure 3: Mutant-resident-exploiter eco-evolutionary dynamics: trajectories of the three-dimensional system. Initially, the resident victim and exploiter
have traits ; the mutant has and is initially very rare. Top, trajectories in the plane defined by exploiter trait and relative∗u p v p 0 u p 0.1
abundance of the resident victim. Bottom-right corner represents the initial state; the top-left corner represents an attractor considered in slow-
evolution analysis. The value of increases with lighter shades of gray, from 10�4 (black) to 10�1 (light gray). The dashed trajectory correspondskv

to . Bottom, detailed temporal dynamics of three trajectories: (left), (middle), and (right).�3 �4 �3 �1k p 3 # 10 k p 5 # 10 k p 3 # 10 k p 10v v v v

Exploiter evolution is shown in the shaded parts and victim ecological dynamics in the white parts (solid lines, resident; dotted lines, mutant).
Lineages whose abundance fell below 10�4 were considered extinct. Other parameters: ; ; ; ; ;r p 0.7 r p 0.02 a p 0.3 a p 0.07 g p 0.6 g px y x y x y

.0.6

It has the same sign as the second derivative of the in-
teraction function ( ). Initially, the exploiter is at a fitness′′fd

maximum (ESS), because for small d. As victim′′f ! 0d

evolution increases d, eventually becomes positive and′′fd

the ESS loses evolutionary stability. It thereby turns into
a branching point: the exploiter splits into two lineages,
and each starts to chase one victim lineage (“Rapid-Evo-
lution Analysis” in the online edition of the American
Naturalist; fig. 2D). With a Gaussian functional form, this
occurs at the inflection points, corresponding to the switch

from concave to convex trade-off in specialization theory
(de Mazancourt and Dieckmann 2004).

Coevolution around the fitness minimum is summa-
rized in figure 4B. When a favored mutant is produced,
rapid evolution of the exploiter pushes the system to the
equilibrium line (fig. 4, green line). This occurs∗d p d
only if mutant and resident are close enough initially (fig.
4A). The equilibrium line is an ESS for the exploiter, but
victim evolution makes the system slide to higher d values
(black arrow), eventually turning the ESS into a branching
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Figure 4: Rapid evolution yields evolutionary branching. A, Mutant-resident coexistence around the fitness minimum. By convention, the exploiter
has trait (vertical dashed line), and the resident victim lineage has positive trait value u (vertical axis). A mutant is produced with trait u∗v p 0
(horizontal axis). If u∗ is closer than u to 0, then the mutant cannot invade (white triangular area). Otherwise, it can invade, either on the same
side as the resident (right-hand side: ) or on the other side (left-hand side: ). Stable coexistence of the mutant and the resident occurs∗ ∗u 1 0 u ! 0
in colored areas. Light gray, ; lavender, ; dark gray, ; black, . When , coexistence is impossible. Whenk p 0.09 k p 0.05 k p 0.01 k p 0.004 k p 0v v v v v

coexistence occurs, the system evolves to the equilibrium represented by the green line. Other parameters: ; ; ;r p 0.7 r p 0.02 a p 0.3 a px y x y

; ; . Lineages whose abundance fell below 10�4 were considered extinct. B, Trait coevolution. The green line represents the0.07 g p 0.6 g p 0.6x y

same equilibrium as in A. Gray arrows represent exploiter evolution; the black arrow represents victim evolution.

point. Since increasing d also tends to destabilize coexis-
tence (eq. [7]), it may cause extinction of one victim lin-
eage before the exploiter branching point has been
reached.

In simulations (fig. 1), the threshold value for (eq.k v

[7]) was about for (the smallest value�43 # 10 d p 0.01
possible; “Monte Carlo Simulations” in the online edition
of the American Naturalist). Since was at mostk v

, oscillations necessarily occurred. They are best�66.25 # 10
visualized in figure 2B, as cyclical evolution of the exploiter
trait once the victim has branched. In this simulation, the
victim had larger mutation size ( vs. 0.005) andj p 0.01u

evolved faster ( vs. ) than that�7 �8k p 2.5 # 10 1.25 # 10u

in figure 2D. Hence, d increased faster and less smoothly,
hindering the dampening of oscillations and eventually
causing extinction of one branch, unlike the case in figure
2D. With the f function used, branching should occur when

(fig. 4B, dotted line). Accordingly, in simula-∗ 1/2d � d 1 2
tions, the exploiter branched when the distance between the
two victim lineages was about 1.5 (fig. 2D).

Summary. Victim diversification occurs because rapid
exploiter evolution can sustain mutant-resident coexis-
tence around the fitness minimum, turning it into a

branching point. This is easier with smaller mutation sizes
in the victim. Subsequent victim evolution can ultimately
trigger evolutionary branching in the exploiter, restoring
an ecologically stable configuration harboring two victims
and two exploiters.

Adding Stabilizing Selection

Slow-evolution analysis reveals that adding stabilizing se-
lection on u (eq. [3]) has one major consequence: the
equilibrium line collapses into a unique singularu p v
point located at the optimal trait value (i.e., ;u p v p 0
“Slow-Evolution Analysis” in the online edition of the
American Naturalist). Apart from this, the overall conclu-
sions are similar: if t is high enough, the victim escapes
from the exploiter and phenotypic mismatch increases,
whereas if t is too small, the exploiter catches up with the
victim (at ). The role of t in determining theu p v p 0
outcome of the race is nonetheless altered by a second
dimensionless ratio, which we call D:
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′′r hx 0D p , (9)′′( )¯g y(0, 0) fx

where is the equilibrium abundance of the exploiterȳ(0, 0)
when both species are at the optimal trait value (u p

) and h′′ and f′′ are the curvatures of functions hv p 0
and f, respectively (“Slow-Evolution Analysis” in the on-
line edition of the American Naturalist). The ratio D is a
measure of the strength of stabilizing selection (the cur-
vature of ) relative to the strength of exploiter-r p r hx x 0

induced disruptive selection (the curvature of the expe-
rienced rate of exploitation, ). The term in′′¯g y(0, 0)fx

parentheses should be greater than 1 for the victim species
to persist at . The ratio D is nonnegative, beingu p v p 0
0 only if there is no stabilizing selection on u ( ).′′h p 0
Hence, D can be considered an index of deviation from
our simpler scenario.

The condition for the victim to escape from the singular
point, which was simply in the absence of stabilizingt 1 1
selection (see eq. [4]), becomes

1
t 1 ,

1 � D

D ≤ 1. (10)

Introducing stabilizing selection ( ) makes victim es-D 1 0
cape more difficult: the value that t should exceed tends
toward infinity as D approaches 1. If , the victimD 1 1
never escapes, irrespective of t (fig. 5). This reflects the
fact that stabilizing selection “distracts” the victim from
escaping the exploiter, so that it might not do so despite
some evolutionary advantage ( ). Eventually, strongt 1 1
stabilizing selection completely outweighs the coevolu-
tionary race ( ).D 1 1

Coevolutionary trajectories can also be more complex
than in cases without stabilizing selection. There can be
oscillations to or away from , during whichu p v p 0
short phases of low phenotypic mismatch alternate with
longer phases of higher phenotypic mismatch (Gavrilets
1997; Abrams 2000a). Such evolutionary cycles occur if
and only if

1 1
! t ! . (11)

2 2� �( D � 1) ( D � 1)

The lower bound is always less than 1, the upper is greater
than 1 unless , and both asymptotically tend to 0.D 1 4
This means that evolutionary cycles are generally observed
when t is close to 1, that is, when neither species has a
pronounced evolutionary advantage. If t is too small or
too large, trajectories do not oscillate. The window of op-

portunity for cycles is broadest when D is close to 1, and
it shrinks as D becomes very small or very large (fig. 5).

Finally, D completely determines the evolutionary sta-
bility of the singular point (“Stabilizing Selec-u p v p 0
tion in the Victim”). Whereas the exploiter is at an ESS,
just as it was in the absence of stabilizing selection, the
victim is at a fitness minimum only if . Otherwise,D ! 1
it is at an ESS, too (“Stabilizing Selection in the Victim”;
see Brown and Vincent 1992 for a similar conclusion).
This coincides with the previous condition for the singular
point to be an attractor irrespective of t (eq. [10]), con-
firming that when D exceeds 1, stabilizing selection out-
weighs coevolution.

These conclusions are easy to summarize graphically
(fig. 5A). Again, in many conditions the victim is predicted
to become trapped at a fitness minimum (Abrams and
Matsuda 1997). Note that is a necessary condition′′ ′′h ! f

for D to be less than 1 (eq. [4]). Hence, function h (sta-
bilizing selection) should be less curved than the inter-
action function f for fitness minimization to occur.

In the absence of stabilizing selection, two victim lin-
eages could not persist with a single exploiter (“Ecological
Equilibrium and Slow-Evolution Analysis”). This is no
longer true with stabilizing selection, which creates large
opportunities for coexistence (“Stabilizing Selection in the
Victim”). Coexistence is possible as soon as victim lineages
differ in carrying capacity ( ) and there is a trade-offr/a
between carrying capacity (i.e., distance to ) andu p 0
exploitation rate (i.e., distance to the exploiter trait ).v
This is a well-known coexistence mechanism that relies on
exploiter abundance as a mediator of density dependence
(Holt et al. 1994; Jones and Ellner 2007). Hence, there is
the potential for mutual invasion of two victim lineages
without rapid evolution.

Despite this, mutual invasion never occurs in the neigh-
borhood of the singular point , and in the ab-u p v p 0
sence of stablilizing selection, the fitness minimum is not
a branching point (“Stabilizing Selection in the Victim”).
Although there is nonempty set of pairs for which∗(u, u )
two victim lineages can coexist, this set is impossible to
reach through small mutations. Using second-order ap-
proximations of h and f, we can establish that this holds
in the face of large mutational steps: the area of mutual
invasion is always far from the singular point (“Stabilizing
Selection in the Victim”). It could be entered only through
very large mutational steps (about the size of the standard
deviation for a Gaussian f) or immigration events.

Evolutionary branching is nonetheless readily observed
in Monte Carlo simulations (fig. 5B) and is again ac-
counted for by rapid evolution. Figure 5C represents the
bandlets of mutant-resident coexistence that rapid evo-
lution creates around the singular point (see fig. 5A). It
can be seen that the bandlets are generally broader than
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Figure 5: Coevolution with stabilizing selection on the victim trait. A,
Slow-evolution analysis. When (right), the singular point is alwaysD 1 1
an attractor and both species are at an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS).
When (left), the singular point is an attractor if t is not too highD ! 1
(light gray area) and a repeller otherwise (dark gray area). In the former
case, the victim species is trapped at a fitness minimum. Evolutionary cycles

away from or to the singular point occur when t is neither too large nor
too small (blue area). B, Monte Carlo simulation. Branching is observed
in the victim and the exploiter. Note the evolutionary oscillations. In this
case, the community reaches a fitness maximum configuration identified
by Brown and Vincent (1992). C, Rapid evolution creates bandlets of
mutant-resident coexistence; same parameters as figure 3 but with 2s p

.4

they were in the absence of stabilizing selection, especially
when resident and mutant lineages are on different sides
of the exploiter. Alas, the formal stability conditions (eq.
[7]) are more complicated with stabilizing selection (“Sta-
bilizing Selection in the Victim”), but this can be under-
stood intuitively: the stabilizing mechanism allowing co-
existence of two victim lineages, although too weak to
sustain coexistence in these conditions, is nonetheless op-
erating and tends to stabilize the dynamics, dampening
oscillations. Hence, all else being equal, can be lowerk v

than that in the absence of stabilizing selection, but it still
has to be nonzero: evolution should not be “slow.”

Summary. With stabilizing selection, victim escape is
more difficult and requires not-too-strong stabilizing se-
lection and t sufficiently greater than 1. If the victim does
not escape and stabilizing selection is not too strong, slow-
evolution analysis predicts that the victim will be trapped
at a fitness minimum and that there will be no branching.
Again, branching is observed in simulations and is driven
by rapid exploiter evolution.

Population-Level Consequences

Coevolutionary dynamics are such that the victim always
maximizes abundance by minimizing the exploitation rate,
that is, winning the race. On the contrary, there can be
an intermediate level of exploitation that maximizes ex-
ploiter abundance (“Ecological Equilibrium and Slow-
Evolution Analysis”). Since the exploiter is always selected
to increase exploitation, whereas the victim is always se-
lected to reduce it, this optimal level cannot be reached
by coevolution: there is no adaptive path to intermediate
exploitation rates. Interestingly, the diversification patterns
resulting from rapid evolution lower the average exploi-
tation rate. They either lower the temporal average of f,
when the victim branches repeatedly (simulation B in figs.
1A, 2), or yield an intermediate stable exploitation rate,
when both species codiversify (simulation D in figs. 1A,
2; fig. 5B). Coevolution can thus produce intermediate
levels of exploitation that increase exploiter abundance,
albeit only as a by-product of victim escape.
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Discussion

(Co)evolutionary analysis typically assumes a timescale
separation between evolutionary and ecological dynamics.
Using a simple model of exploiter-victim coevolution, we
showed how allowing for even slightly rapid evolution
dramatically changes the dynamics of the arms race. This
occurs when the exploiter is expected to win (i.e., maxi-
mize interaction strength), having a greater evolutionary
rate than the victim. In these circumstances, the stable
evolutionary equilibrium expected with slow evolution
turns into a branching point for the victim, which can
thereby “escape” the exploiter. This results in cyclic victim
diversification and ultimately exploiter-victim codiversifi-
cation, with radically different outcomes regarding inter-
action strength and species abundance. Similar dynamics
were reported previously in a simpler model (Vanderlaan
and Hogeweg 1995), although only simulations were used
and relative rates of evolution were not varied. These re-
sults were perceived as another instance of cycling Red
Queen dynamics, related to the assumption of a circular
trait axis (Abrams 2000b). But while under Red Queen
dynamics the exploiter always benefits from evolving faster,
we have shown here that things can be more complicated.
Higher evolution rates are initially beneficial to the ex-
ploiter (they prevent the victim from winning the race,
which might cause exploiter extinction), but too-fast evo-
lution leads to evolutionary diversification of the victim,
whereby the victim “escapes” from a too-fast runner as
well.

The key driver of these dynamics is the effect of exploiter
evolution on competitive dynamics between mutant and
resident victim lineages. Whereas mutant-resident stable
coexistence (mutual invasion) is not possible ecologically,
rapid exploiter evolution has stabilizing and equalizing
effects that make it possible. The first effect stems from
basic foraging theory: an exploiter should specialize on the
more abundant of two victims. The second depends on
the fact that so long as two victims are sufficiently similar,
a generalist exploiter, with an intermediate exploitation
rate of both lineages, is selected for (de Mazancourt and
Dieckmann 2004; Rueffler et al. 2004).

What features of our model are responsible for the ob-
served effect? We used a standard Lotka-Volterra model,
so nonlinear per capita effects are not required. Intro-
ducing them (e.g., using a Holling Type II functional re-
sponse for predator-prey systems) would probably not rule
out the effects of rapid evolution, although the dynamics
may become much more complicated (Abrams and Ka-
wecki 1999; Dercole et al. 2006). Like the authors of many
theoretical studies in this field, we assumed clonal dynam-
ics, meaning that reproduction should be primarily asex-
ual. Our results therefore apply directly to clonal organ-

isms, such as many microbial systems, but their application
to sexually reproducing species necessitates caution (e.g.,
Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000). One key assumption was
that of “matching interactions” or a “bidirectional vul-
nerability axis”: interaction strength depended only on
phenotypic distance in trait space. Although this is a very
general situation, it excludes some alternative scenarios for
exploiter-victim interactions, such as escalation scenarios
in which the important thing is to have trait value greater
than the other’s (see Nuismer et al. 2007). In such cases,
the possibility that a victim will escape the exploiter in
several directions clearly does not exist. Victim branching
can nonetheless result from costs associated with the trait
(Abrams 2000b), and rapid evolution might still have an
effect, although it would probably be quantitative rather
than qualitative. Generally, we expect the effect reported
here to be important in models with fitness minima that
are attractors but lack the property of mutual invasibility
(evolutionary traps); rapid evolution may turn them into
branching points.

The coexistence-promoting effect of rapid exploiter evo-
lution has interesting similarities with the “keystone pred-
ator” effect, according to which a predator, by switching
its feeding preferences toward the most abundant prey
species, may allow the coexistence of several competing
prey species (Murdoch 1969; Tansky 1978). Indeed, our
coevolutionary trajectories spent a lot of time in config-
urations where ecological coexistence should only be tran-
sient (cases where there are two victim lineages but only
one exploiter). In our case, an exploiter allows coexistence
of two competing victim strains by rapidly evolving its
exploitation rates. The result (negative frequency-depen-
dent selection because of fluctuating feeding preferences)
is the same, although the mechanism of trait change (evo-
lutionary change vs. behavioral adjustments in individuals)
is not. We may thus hypothesize, by analogy, an “evolu-
tionary keystone predator” effect, as a potential conse-
quence of rapid predator evolution in trophic systems. Our
results (e.g., eq. [7]) indicate that this is a possible outcome
if predator evolution is rapid enough and there is a concave
exploitation trade-off between the two prey species. Just
like the behavioral keystone effect, this evolutionary key-
stone effect could, in principle, work with more than two
species. Rapid evolution in predator-prey systems has so
far focused on prey evolution (Jones and Ellner 2007) and
has predicted “cryptic” population dynamics with con-
vincing experimental support (Hairston et al. 2005; Yo-
shida et al. 2009). The evolutionary keystone effect is an
interesting research avenue for investigators of rapid pred-
ator evolution in experimental and natural systems.

Switching behavior by predators and, more generally,
behaviorally dynamic traits in predator-prey interactions
received considerable attention in the 1980s (Tansky 1978;
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Matsuda 1985; Matsuda et al. 1993). The modeling frame-
works of behavioral and evolutionary adaptive dynamics
can be very similar (Abrams 2001), but since the mech-
anisms are different, the results sought and the assump-
tions made to obtain them differ as well. Studies of
behavioral-trait dynamics are typically interested in indi-
rect ecological effects, predator-prey cycles, and commu-
nity stability, not arms-race dynamics. Moreover, they of-
ten assume that behavioral adaptive dynamics are
considerably faster than population dynamics (Matsuda et
al. 1993; Abrams and Kawecki 1999). Interestingly, it is
the exact contrary of the slow-evolution timescale sepa-
ration employed in adaptive dynamics. This calls for a
general analysis of eco-evolutionary dynamics with arbi-
trary timescales.

The effect of rapid evolution reported here does not
require unusually high mutation rates to be postulated.
On the contrary, rapid evolution emerges from slow eco-
logical dynamics, specifically, slow competitive exclusion
of similar strategies. The fact that competitive exclusion
may be so slow that one should not assume equilibrium
has already been reported for (typically species-rich) com-
petitive systems (Kinzig et al. 1999; Scheffer and van Nes
2006). But in those cases species coexistence, although
long-lasting, remained transient. As shown here, such co-
existence can become stable when interacting with rapid
evolution of a common enemy and can lead to qualitatively
different evolutionary dynamics. Another example is the
evolution of dispersal in spatially structured populations,
where a timescale separation between local and regional
dynamics is often assumed to simplify analysis. Interest-
ingly, in the latter case, relaxing timescale separations pro-
duces branching points instead of directional evolution to
minimal values (e.g., Jansen and Mulder 1999; Jansen and
Vitalis 2007), similar to what we observed. Our results
suggest that evolutionary diversification may be generally
favored by intertwining timescales, and they reconcile
studies of adaptive dynamics based on evolutionary tra-
jectories (like ours) with those based on identifying ESSs
(e.g., Brown and Vincent 1992). Although the latter ignore
dynamical constraints that could prevent ESSs from being
reached by evolution, our results indicate that relaxing
timescale separations may remove some constraints, open-
ing new roads to ESSs.
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